Renovated high school on track for August 2017 completion

Deanna Bremer Fisher

Rnovation of Cleveland Heights High School, the first part of Phase 1 of the Cleveland Heights-University Heights City School District’s Master Facilities Plan, is on schedule for completion on or before Aug. 14, 2017, the first day of the 2017–18 school year for teachers.

The project includes renovation of the original 1926 façade, clock tower and auditorium, and newly constructed state-of-the-art classrooms, athletic facilities, arts spaces and common areas. The renovated building will feature more-efficient use of space, improved traffic flow and security, a new mini-theater and a community-accessible, competition-size swimming pool.

The building will be one of the most energy-efficient high schools in the nation. Features such as a geothermal heating and cooling system, a tight building envelope—made possible by new roofing, insulation and energy-efficient windows—and LED lighting throughout the building will help the project achieve LEED Gold certification, a measure of energy efficiency. Other building features:

- New Heights High science rooms will overlook the new library and cafeteria.
- New heating and cooling system, made possible by new roofing, insulation and LED lighting throughout the building.
- The building will be the most energy-efficient high schools in the nation.
- The geothermal heating and cooling system will improve energy efficiency.
- The tight building envelope will be made possible by new roofing, insulation and LED lighting throughout the building.
- The renovated building will feature more-efficient use of space, improved traffic flow and security.
- The building will be one of the most energy-efficient high schools in the nation.
- The building will also feature a new mini-theater and a community-accessible, competition-size swimming pool.

New Heights High science rooms will overlook the new library and cafeteria.

Edgerton block party steps up its game

Anne O’Shaughnessy

Block parties have long been a way for neighbors to connect with one another over food and conversation—and what kid doesn’t love a chance to play or ride a bike in the street without getting yelled at? In late August, Edgerton Road neighbors—neighbors between Washington Boulevard and Silsby Road in University Heights—organized a block party and, in doing so, took this traditional form of community engagement to a new level, drawing adults, kids and guests from not only that stretch of Edgerton, but also from surrounding blocks.

“We’ve always had an inclusive approach,” said Jackie Gould, the driving force behind the Edgerton block party since it became a regular event in the early 2000s. “If one of the residents on Edgerton wanted to invite someone from one of the nearby streets, they were welcome to do so.” Traditional methods of promoting the event included flyers left in mailboxes and word-of-mouth.

The planning team thought perhaps the door-to-door flyer drop wasn’t enough. “Some years we’d see neighbors home on the day of the block party, though they weren’t attending,” said Gould. “We’d wonder, did they not know about it?”

Enter social media. Josh Hunter, a planning-team member for this year’s block party, thought he would add to the team’s communication effort by posting the event on Nextdoor, an app that lets neighbors share information online via closed communities. When Hunter posted a reminder on Nextdoor two days before the event, he was surprised by the positive response.

Trump statue to benefit public art in the Heights

Deanna Bremer Fisher

Regardless of your politics or your thoughts on the “Naked Trump” statue that briefly appeared in the Coventry Village Business District in Cleveland Heights on Aug. 18, you may appreciate that some good will come of it. On Sept. 16, artist Joshua Monroe, who goes by the name of Ginger, flew into Cleveland to pay an impound fee of $110 and retrieve his property from the CHPD.

Artist Ginger stands next to his statue of Donald Trump as he retrieves it from the CHPD.

Ginger had created five life-size foam statues of U.S. presidential candidates Donald Trump, pro-bono, for an anonymous artists collective called Indecline. The group placed them in prominent public spaces in four major U.S. cities on Aug. 18—New York, Seattle, San Francisco and Los Angeles—and in Cleveland Heights.
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Is there something you think should be covered in the Heights Observer? If so, please write it on your own, or with friends, neighbors or colleagues. Our volunteer editors will make sure it’s ready to publish and contact you with any questions.

If you’re writing a news article, please be clear and factual. If you want to express an opinion, submit it as a letter to the editor or an opinion piece. Either way, make sure it’s about something specific to our two cities.

To make a submission of any kind, go to www.heightsobserver.org and click on “Member Center” at the left.
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Articles to be considered for the November issue must be submitted by Oct. 10. We publish some articles on line as they come in—and still consider them for the next print issue. We also publish an e-newsletter each Tuesday.

Please vote against the school levy, excess and opaqueness
To the Editor,
Cleveland Heights, University Heights and South Euclid voters should vote against the school levy that will be on the ballot on Nov. 8, 2016.

I support this statement with the following data from the Cleveland Heights-University Heights City School District Comprehensive Annual Financial Report For The Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2015.

The district and the levy campaign will fail to mention these, as they are, as always, putting all responsibility for another tax increase on HB 926:

Between 2006 and 2015
• General Fund Expenditures increased by 32.3 percent.
• Student Enrollment decreased 13.5 percent.
• The Cost Per Student per Year increased 23 percent, to $20,534.
• Between 2006 and 2013, the Graduation Rate decreased by 17 percent.

The Board of Education and those responsible for fiscal control are not managing the taxpayers’ funds in a manner that is sustainable or transparent.

That the temporary Wiley renovations could exceed the Lay Facilities Committee’s estimate by over $10 MILLION (100 percent) and this overage be unknown to the community is inexcusable.

The vaunted “community led Bond Accountability Commission” that was promised to voters has been nothing of the sort in its downgraded stature as Facilities Accountability Committee, led by the district’s project management, not by the community.

Until accountability, wisdom, and transparency are hallmarks of the board and the district, voting for school tax increases will accomplish nothing beyond raising taxes and increasing school spending.

Garry Kanter
Cleveland Heights

Letters to the Editor should be submitted electronically, along with the writer’s name, phone number and email address, to: info@heightsobserver.org, with letters clearly marked “for publication.”
Why conservatives should vote for the Heights school levy
Ryan Rauth

Why should political conservatives consider voting FOR the Cleveland Heights University Heights school levy this November? Here are a few reasons why doing so is consistent with conservative principles and why Voting FOR the levy is the responsible course for a Republican, am voting FOR the levy.

Conservatives care about fiscal responsibility—and this school board is committed to fiscal responsiblity. The district has negotiated hard with local teacher and governmental employee unions and limited their raises in recent years. The district has closed schools in the past decade to eliminate overhead. The district took the unpopular step of laying off teachers and eliminating teaching positions this spring to right-size staffing. It is clear that the district is committed to spending taxpayer resources wisely.

Conservatives prefer local control over governmental entities. In public education, Washington and Columbus do not dictate policy. We want to get to decide right here what kind of schools we have. We exercise that local control by electing a school board to carry out our community’s wishes. Our school board has concluded that it makes sense to ask voters for additional operating resources through a school levy. I support that request from our locally elected officials who have closely examined the issue.

Conservatives believe in accountability. People should be held responsible for their actions—those [who] commit crimes should be punished, and governmental assistance should not be generous. It is fair for society to hold people accountable, however, only if society [gave] them a fair opportunity when they were children—and we do that as a society in part through our public schools. Our district provides essential programs that focus on at-risk youth—those [who] have made mistakes at a young age—and gives them real opportunity to get back on track. I support funding second-chance programs for our youth.

Finally, conservatives prefer policies that preserve the value of our homes. It is true that local property taxes can be a burden and make our community less attractive to some. But those same taxes support our schools and make them strong. And strong schools attract prospective homebuyers. Young middle-class families thinking about moving to our district might not go to a [public] school. The charter and school-choice movement is the civil rights movement of this generation, and is leveling the playing field with affluent families that can afford private and suburban school options. Graduation rates at CH-UH dropped from 96.4 percent in 2008 to 83.3 percent in 2015. I am sure that those voter preferences, mostly from low- and-middle income families, are making what they believe is the best choice for their children. Consider that the district needs $20,000 per student, while the EdChoice voucher is between $2,650 and $6,000. (And, note to voters: the average cost per pupil at Hebrew Academy or Gesu is 50 percent lower.) We are fortunate and should be grateful to retain these families in our neighborhoods, and that they have not moved with all their tax dollars to another locale.

The school board needs to examine the totality of its enterprise and devise a better model. 1, for one, might support a levy that was tied to major changes and a plan for better educational and sensible economic outcomes for all residents of the district, regardless of their choice of school.

Robert Shwab is a Cleveland Heights resident.

Robert Shwab

The CH-UH school board fails to provide a fair communitywide explanation for a tax increase and needs to show more concern for the broader interests and health of the 60,000-person community beyond the roughly 5,400 student families, and including the children who are not attending district-run schools. Data [from] the CH-UH district’s financial report or the Ohio Department of Education (ODE) provides a fuller picture. In 2015, the unemployment rate in the district was 6.7 percent, which is lower than the state average of 5.1 percent levels. In Cleveland Heights, the median family income has dropped to $49,056, far less than half the compensation of the average school administrator. The figure was $58,028 in 2008. The district is getting poorer, and smaller. Population in Cleveland Heights has decreased from 50,769 in 2006 to 46,121 in 2015. For a home valued at $100,000, the 2015 property taxes were $3,920, compared to $3,203 for Lakewood, [another] inner-ring suburb. There is no doubt that higher taxes are a deterrent to families seeking homes in the district, which puts an even greater burden on the remaining residents.

Our poorer and more unemployed population has been extremely generous to the district schools! The school board cannot ask for more without a clear that the district is committed to spending taxpayer resources wisely.

Robert Shwab is a Cleveland Heights resident.
Real facts about school funding

Diane Hallum

There is a false belief being perpetuated about tax levies for the CH-UH school district.

To begin with, in over 90 percent of the districts in Ohio, operating tax levies expire after 3–5 years. Those districts have to go back to voters to request the same millage level (such as a “replacement” levy), or to increase the millage to cover unexpected, often short-term, expenses (typically called “addition” levies), every 3–5 years. The reasoning is that the districts are supposed to have demonstrated good stewardship of the money they are given to educate children in order to keep getting that much money or more “additional” money.

Once a levy is passed, the dollar amount that millage provides is determined to the district remains unchanged during the life of that levy—typically 3–5 years. When districts put replacement levies on the ballot every 3–5 years, the millage reflects the dollar amount that district believes it needs to cover its operating money to educate our children—because we trusted our administrators would continue to do a good job of educating our children and be good stewards of that money. I present this because it appears to be difficult for some to understand that should this levy NOT pass, the district WILL NOT lose money! Currently the district receives $131,075,478 and will continue to receive $131,075,478 should this levy fail. Currently, the district receives $20,799.46 per student and spends $13,470 per student for actual classroom instruction. These numbers are from the district’s financial report (CAFAR).

And, since the district, according to the CAFAR, expects the student enrollment numbers to drop, the funds allotted per student, which already takes into account those students who go to charter or private schools, will increase—without any “additional” operating levies.

Since I am presenting facts that some might view as “points” of view, I hope I have presented them clearly and understandably. Again, my attempts are to provide facts and hopefully to clarify where some may have a misunderstanding related to those facts.

Diane Hallum is director of Citizens Leadership, [a group that believes that] change in the status quo starts with citizens leading their officials in the right direction. [Group members] offer factual, nonpartisan assessments leading their officials in the right direction. [Group members] offer factual, nonpartisan analyses leading their officials in the right direction. [Group members] offer factual, nonpartisan analyses leading their officials in the right direction.

None of that applies here in CH-UH.

We have PERMANENT levies. They do not expire. The arguments a few decades back for doing this were that voters were tired of returning over and over again to give the district money. This means that the district never loses revenue from property taxes because, per HB 920, the dollar amount for each and every levy remains unchanged forever and ever. However, the mindset here still operates on the nonexistent belief that our district “needs” to come back to us every 3–5 years to keep getting the same level of operating revenue. Decisions by CH-UH voters to approve “permanent” levies that never expire meant that our district would always have enough operating money to educate our children—because we trusted our administrators would continue to do a good job of educating our children and be good stewards of that money.

A teacher suggests ways to help your student succeed

Ari Klein

Many parents and guardians want to support their students in school, but may not always know what to do. School is not the same for students today; what students are responsible for has changed significantly over my career teaching in the CH-UH City School District.

Here are a few tips for parents and guardians to help the students in their care:

Organization: Students may require help staying organized. Sometimes they need help creating a system where they can find their work.

Help students by asking these questions: Do they know how to use a folder or notebook? Do they have a single place where completed assignments go? How do they remember what was assigned—are they using a planner or some other tracking tool? If it is clear they have no system for knowing where work is, where it goes when completed, what was assigned and when it is due, perhaps you can help create a system.

Nothing is more frustrating for students and teachers than when a student does the work and then fails to bring it to school. Organization is a skill that transcends school—children need to find solutions that work for them and may need guidance.

Ask about school: Questions about school should be commonplace. Asking “How was school?” may not prompt as complete an answer as questions that cannot be answered with a single word. Instead, try asking “What was the most interesting thing you learned today?” or “What did you learn today in social studies?”

For students who need a little prodding, a question might be “Please show me your planner so I can see what homework was assigned.” Instead of asking “Did you finish your homework?” say “Please show me your completed homework and explain what you did.” This works especially well if things were taught differently when you were in school and you want to give your child an opportunity to teach you something new.

Engaging your child about school throughout the week helps keep even a reluctant learner on his or her toes. Deep discussions about school help show that you are committed to and interested in their education. This complements the work teachers do in the school and shows students we are on the same team.

Navigation: Teachers value partnerships and communication with parents, even if it is only by email, but teachers are not the only resources available. Getting to know how things work in a particular school requires a little time.

The PTA, agencies that work directly with our schools, help advocate for students, and school personnel are valuable resources that can help your student. We have school social workers, psychologists, nurses and counselors who regularly help students and families with various issues. These professionals—part of the teachers union—are becoming more and more essential for our students and families.

We know that many districts do not invest as much in these services as CH-UH, and we hope our district will be able to continue providing these resources.

Knowing where links are on the district and school websites is helpful for finding out what is happening and what opportunities are available. For example, parents and guardians can view students’ grades and follow their progress online through Infinite Campus. This program and a hundred other resources are available. Vow to try something new this school year.

Ari Klein is a lifelong community member, math teacher at Cleveland Heights High School, and president of the Cleveland Heights Teachers Union.
Advocate, alum and mom is ‘All In’ for Heights schools
Lisa Hunt

As a graduate of Heights High and mother to one current and one former student, I am a firm believer in our community’s public schools. My belief, however, is not blind; it is based on what I have seen and experienced as a parent and advocate over the past 13 years.

My older son graduated from Heights High last year and has just begun college, where he continues to build upon what Heights instilled in him: the confidence to pursue his passions. Each year when football season ended, he would jump headlong into school and theater. Between the Heights drama department, clubs, sports, and community theaters, he had a wealth of opportunities to grow as an athlete and a performer, and he took advantage of all of it.

My younger son has had a dramatically different experience. He was diagnosed with a brain abnormality known as Agenesis of the Corpus Callosum (ACC) when he was 7 months old. He faces numerous challenges, including difficulties with learning, language, motor coordination and understanding social cues. He began receiving early intervention and special education services from our school district even before he started kindergarten at Fairfax Elementary School. I can honestly say that the staff members working on his Individualized Education Program (IEP) throughout the years have cared deeply for him as an individual, not a case number.

Raising a child with special needs is never easy and can be an isolating experience. In 2012, feeling overwhelmed and alone, I asked several parents to join me in changing special education narratives and removing barriers that families might be facing alone. With the support of Reaching Heights, the Exceptional Children’s Advocacy Group (ECAG) was born, to provide another, advocate for clear pathways to resources, improve parent partnerships with the district, and increase understanding on both sides.

Since that time, I’ve witnessed the district’s willingness to collaborate, improve practices and provide better support to the more than 1,000 families whose children receive services. Despite obstacles, this experience has solidified my belief that we all have a stake and responsibility in helping shape our schools and the lives of the students within them. We must be, to borrow a phrase, “All In.”

My feelings about our school district are akin to those I have about Cleveland—it isn’t always easy nor is it flawless, and we spend an awful lot of time defending ourselves against those who don’t know who we really are. Like our hometown teams, I believe our schools need the same active belief and support from the public to keep trending. That does not mean we stop asking tough questions, expecting accountability or anticipating positive results—it means we participate.

I am frightened by the thought of not passing the upcoming levy in November, because a loss could result in cuts to teachers and programming, such as the strong sports and music programs that unite students, parents and community. I think about what both the college prep and special education programs have meant to the success of my sons and countless others.

If we fail to provide basic, critical funding, then educators and vital programs for our children could be eliminated. I believe a community shows its value by the quality of schools it keeps, and that support requires both investment and commitment. This November’s vote for the levy will send a message that we expect and believe in strong schools, and that we will work as a community to ensure we have them. Join me in going “All In” for education.

Lisa Hunt is a staffer at Reaching Heights and founding member of the Exceptional Children’s Advocacy Group. She is a resident of Cleveland Heights and a graduate of Heights High. She also serves as board secretary for the Cuyahoga County Board of Developmental Disabilities and seeks to help build awareness about ACC (see nmd.org).

'All In' for Heights schools
We're honored to serve this community for 25 years.
My staff and I look forward to many more with you. Thank you for your constant support and business.
Get to a better State. Get State Farm.
CALL ME TODAY.

Lisa Hunt
2401 Lee Blvd
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118
Bux: 216-932-6900
lilyshunter.com

State Farm
Home Office, Bloomington, IL

State Farm, Home Office, Bloomington, IL
'We the Corporations' or 'We the People?'

Carla Rautenberg and Deborah Van Klee

On Sept. 14, State Representatives Kent Smith (District 8) and Nickie Antonio (District 19) announced their primary co-sponsorship in the Ohio House of Representatives of a resolution calling on “legislators at the state and federal level and other communities and jurisdictions to support an amendment to the United States Constitution that would abolish corporate personhood and the doctrine of money as speech.”

Also present at the Sept. 14 press announcement, held in South Euclid, were 30 Move to Amend supporters, and State Senator Michael Skindell (District 23) who introduced an identical resolution, SR 187, in the Ohio Senate in 2015. State Rep. Janine Boyd (District 9), who represents Cleveland Heights, University Heights and Shaker Heights, is one of 11 co-sponsors of the House resolution, which has not yet been assigned a number. The text of SR 187 is here: http://bit.ly/2lyavwoj.

Why this resolution, and why now?

Many Americans became aware that corporations claim the constitutional rights of actual persons—and that huge amounts of money, often from secret sources, rules our politics—only when the Supreme Court’s 2010 Citizens United decision made it glaringly obvious. Since then, various constitutional amendments have been proposed to overturn Citizens United, but this is not enough.

Cleveland Heights resident Greg Coleman of Ohio Move to Amend explained, “Simply reverting Citizens United, or even overturning the 1976 Supreme Court decision that first equated money with free speech rights, leaves in place other tools corporations have with free speech rights, leaves in place other tools corporations have with free speech rights, leaves in place other tools corporations have to control the outcomes. Passing an amendment to the U.S. Constitution requires a long view and hard work; it took 72 years for women to win the vote. Like women’s suffrage, Move to Amend poses a fundamental question: In a democratic republic, who rules?”

Many Americans are aware that corporations claim the constitutional rights of actual persons—namely the 4th, 5th and 14th Amendments and the Commerce Clause. Only by denying corporations legal personhood can We the People (re)gain the authentic right to decide what takes place in our communities, nation and world.

Move to Amend’s “We the People” Amendment is the only proposed amendment that would end both constitutional rights for corporate entities (including unions) and the definition of money as “free speech.” It is gaining traction in local, state and national jurisdictions: • House Joint Resolution 43, introduced in the 114th U.S. Congress by Richard Nolan (Minn.), has attracted 22 co-sponsors from 15 states, including Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur (Ohio District 9), who signed on after her constituents passed local resolutions and ballot initiatives. (www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-joint-resolution/43) • Initiatives fundamentally identical to that passed in Cleveland Heights have been approved by voters in eight Ohio municipalities, including a 64 percent “yes” vote in Toledo in March 2016. • Registered voters have put initiatives on the November ballot in Shaker Heights (Issue 99), South Euclid (Issue 102) and Newark, Ohio. • A ballot initiative campaign is starting up in University Heights. (E-mail heightsdemocracy@gmail.com for information.) • Municipal councils in 12 Ohio communities have passed resolutions supporting the “We the People” Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.

The Ohio Move to Amend network of grassroots activists is growing, with affiliates and partner groups in Athens, Brecksville, Chagrin Falls, Cleveland, Cleveland Heights, Columbus, Dayton, Fremont, Kent, Mentor, Oxford, Shaker Heights, South Euclid and Toledo.

SR 187 and the House companion resolution have been introduced in the 131st General Assembly due to the efforts of hundreds of Ohioans from around the state who spent thousands of hours promoting local resolutions and collecting the signatures of tens of thousands of registered voters to put the nonpartisan Move to Amend on their local ballots.

Whether the issue is charter schools, food safety, climate change, economics, trade, world peace or health care, corporations are using never-intended constitutional rights to control the outcomes. Passing an amendment to the U.S. Constitution requires a long view and hard work; it took 72 years for women to win the vote. Like women’s suffrage, Move to Amend poses a fundamental question: In a democratic republic, who rules?

[Note: A reader alerted us that last month’s column on public transit omitted the fact that RTA’s No. 7 bus continues past Richmond Mall to Mayfield and SOM Center roads during M-F rush hours only. We appreciate the correction and regret the error. Also, to clarify: Transfers are available to riders holding fare cards and passes, but not to those paying for a single ride.]
Quality education requires making teaching an attractive job

Jeff Chapman was my daughter’s fifth-grade teacher at Boulevard Elementary School in 1992. He co-taught with his wife, Laurie Chapman, who was my son’s teacher a few years later. Parents and students couldn’t wait for fifth grade. They knew it would be exceptional!

In that era, before testing ran schools, these teachers inspired students and trusted parents. They were wonderful partners and they were school leaders, innovators, and people who researched their fields. They experimented and were willing to take risks and bend rules to break down barriers to equal results with rambunctious pre-teens. Much of my respect for teachers comes from knowing them.

Because teachers are such important participants in the development of our children, it is easy to forget that for them it is also a job. Jeff Chapman is the person who awakened me to the reality that teaching my children was his employment. He chose teaching as a way to contribute to the lives of students and as the way to support his own family.

A 2016 report from the Economic Policy Institute titled “The Teacher Pay Gap Is Wider than Ever” indicates that it is harder and harder for teachers to rely on their jobs to support their families. A review of labor statistics that compares teachers’ incomes to those of people with comparable levels of education in other fields shows that teachers are losing ground. In 1979, teachers earned about 5.5 percent less than their peers. By 2015 that had widened to 17 percent less.

As taxpayers we may begrudge the seemingly lucrative pay of teachers, but we shouldn’t. They are just making it, like almost everyone else in the middle class these days, and they are making an income sacrifice to teach.

Public schools have always depended on women to teach. Female teachers had fewer other employment options so they were paid less. In the 1970s, teaching was one of the best career opportunities for women. They earned about 4 percent more than women in other fields then, but that has changed. Women have more options now, and those who teach earn nearly 14 percent less than their peers who are not teachers. Because women dominate the teaching field, wages are depressed, so men who enter the field face even worse. In 1979, male teachers earned about 22 percent less than other men with comparable education, and today it is 25 percent less.

The same report indicates that, while the demand for effective teachers is growing, the supply is not. Women have more options, teachers are “less satisfied and more stressed” because of testing and accountability that blames them, and the pay gap is growing. All this makes the choice to teach much less desirable. School funding took a hit during the recession, and now privatization is draining critical resources from school district budgets. This limits what districts spend on their teachers.

Today, fewer young people are entering the profession. More mid-career teachers are leaving early, and many of our experienced teachers are reaching retirement age. We have a teacher shortage, and it is going to grow.

Teachers are the key in-school factor affecting student learning. If we don’t invest in them and respect them as professionals who do work that is highly valued by our community and society, the future of education is in trouble.

I am dumbfounded that our policymakers acknowledge the importance of teachers but twist and distort this truth into placing blame on teachers. Teachers are responsible for about 10 percent of test score results, yet we insist on measuring kids with these tests and evaluating teachers with their results. None of this really has anything to do with the quality of education children receive or the quality of teaching that their teachers provide.

Education policy that measures and ranks and labels does not produce better results, nor does it help teachers reach their potential as resources for children. The system does not acknowledge out-of-school factors in student test scores, so teachers and schools that serve the neediest learners take the biggest hit. The negative labels don’t improve learning. They discourage teachers from working with the neediest students and make it easier for voters to dismiss education.

As a community we need to look beyond the labels and remember the teachers who have changed our lives. We need to create an appealing workplace for great teachers and fight policies that undermine them.

If the Chamepons were starting their careers now, would they choose teaching? Quality education depends on making sure teaching is a job people want.

Susie Kaeser is a longtime resident of Cleveland Heights and former director of Reaching Heights. She serves on the national board of Parents for Public Schools.
Heights Council considers itself ‘home for the arts’ because of the many arts organizations in our community,” said Mary Dunbar, Cleveland Heights council member. “But the city is also home to a great many artists, including visiting artists. Heights hospitality to musicians in town for a short term for performances is an essential contribution to some of our most innovative, regionally and even globally celebrated musical-arts organizations.”

Apollo’s Fire, the Cleveland Baroque Orchestra, is a concert all around Northeast Ohio. Only about half of its musicians live in the Cleveland area, and, according to Allison Richards, the organization’s artistic operations manager, there are about 25 households, most of them in Cleveland Heights, where the musicians stay when they are playing with the orchestra. “We rehearse at St. Paul’s Episcopal Church on Fairmount,” said Richards, who has lived in Cleveland Heights for the last three years. “So we like to keep the musicians close to there.”

ChamberFest Cleveland is another musical organization whose musicians stay at Cleveland Heights homes. “About 20 or so musicians come to Cleveland Heights for their concert, our festival,” said Mary Beth Karakal, who is on the ChamberFest advisory board. “So they need somewhere to stay when they are here.”

Karakal, who also lives in Cleveland Heights, has had musicians stay at her house several times. “It has been a wonderful experience,” she said. “We like it if they can stay in this area. That way they can walk to practice.” She added that it’s nice when it was placed in front of the Huntington Bank building at the corner of Euclid Heights Boulevard and Coventry Road on Aug. 16. It wasn’t there long enough for the glue to dry before the Cleveland Heights police swooped in to remove it, citing an ordinance that unfortunately it got taken down pretty quick.”

The Cleveland Heights statue was placed in front of the Huntington Bank building at the corner of Euclid Heights Boulevard and Coventry Road on Aug. 16. It wasn’t there long enough for the glue to dry before the Cleveland Heights police swooped in to remove it, citing an ordinance that property cannot be left unattended in a public place. The statue was taken to the city’s evidence storage unit. Ginger had 30 days to claim it. The city decided not to press charges.

“Community arts organization Heights Arts is holding the statue at an undisclosed location until it can arrange for a consignment sale or auction. Proceeds will benefit public art in the Coventry Village area and help establish initial funding at Heights Arts for future public art projects in Cleveland Heights.”

Heights Arts has played a leadership role in commissioning and managing previous public art projects in Coventry Village, including the Coventry Arch by artist Barry Gunderson, the whimsical wrought iron fences by artist Bradley Tyrell, and the colorful street benches in Coventry-precious street sign system, both located in Coventry Village.

“We are hopeful that the sale or auction of this statue will allow us to bring more public art to the community in the future,” said Rachel Bernstein, director of FutureHeights, and co-chair of the Heights Observer Advisory Committee.

"It is our job to work on your behalf."
CH crime trends for first half of 2016

Total crime, January-June by year

![Graph showing crime trends](image)

Property crimes committed in Cleveland Heights—January-June 2016

![Graph showing property crime trends](image)

Violent crimes committed in Cleveland Heights—January-June 2016

![Graph showing violent crime trends](image)

Bob Rosenbaum

Crime rates in Cleveland Heights for the first six months of 2016 have remained steady compared to the same period in recent years.

The data in the charts represents the period January through June 2016; data from previous years represents January through July. The difference in reporting periods results from changes in the communication routine between the Observer and CHPD following personnel changes in the police department earlier this year. The discrepancy will be fixed by the time year-end data is published.

The information is compiled by the CHPD according to federal standards defined by the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reporting system, and is also published on the Cleveland Heights city website. It represents serious offenses defined as “Part I” crimes. It does not include “Part II” minor offenses, such as trespassing or DUI—which the FBI does not seek from local agencies because it would be too costly to report with the same level of detail.

For more information about how the CHPD collects and validates crime statistics, and why the Observer publishes them regularly, see the original article in this series by scanning the QR code or visiting http://tiny.cc/chcrimestats.

Cleveland Heights resident Bob Rosenbaum is co-chair of the Heights Observer Advisory Committee, and is responsible for its advertising sales and market development.
The Forest Hill Historic District spans the cities of Cleveland Heights and East Cleveland and comprises the Rockefeller homes, the Forest Hill Homeowner Association cottage, the Heights Rockefeller Building and Forest Hill Park.

In 1923, John D. Rockefeller Jr. purchased the estate of his father, John D. Rockefeller Sr., and began working with architect Andrew J. Thomas to develop a unique residential community featuring nine styles of French Norman homes constructed of the finest materials. At that time, Rockefeller Jr. also donated land to the Deming brothers, residents of Cleveland Heights and East Cleveland and sold other Rockefeller land to the Deming brothers, residential developers in Cleveland Heights.

To market and sell the homes, Rockefeller established the Abeyton Realty Corporation, named after his wife, Abby. A small shingled cottage, designed in the French Norman style, housed the real estate office and welcomed prospective homeowners. Inside, they could learn about the development, including plans for apartments, a country club and inn, a business block and stately homes. Now used by the Forest Hill Homeowners Association as a meeting space, the office was landmarked by the city in 2005.

After years of planning, construction of 81 homes—of 600 planned—occurred rapidly between 1929 and 1930. A combination of events brought a halt to the sales and construction of the remaining 519 homes, leaving Rockefeller’s plans largely unfinished. By 1933, Rockefeller was actively selling land, finally selling the remaining 695 lots in 1948, 20 years after the project’s start.

Those lots were in demand during the post-World War II housing boom. Later development of Forest Hill includes ranches and colonial revival homes, with architectural features inspired by the Rockefeller homes, such as slate roofs, attached garages and houses built in pairs of mirror images, updated to suit post-war architectural styles.

The quality and history of this housing stock has the Forest Hill Historic Preservation Society working to expand the National Register District to include the remainder of the community.

One post-war home of particular note is the Morris L. Finneburgh House, designed by architect Albert J. Sgro in 1954. This mid-century ranch was made a Cleveland Heights Landmark in 2002. Inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright, Sgro incorporated the home into its landscape, using redwood and brick. The floor-to-ceiling windows bring the outside in, and the inclusion of an oak tree as the focal point of the courtyard gives the impression that the tree is growing out of the home.

Margaret Lann is a member of the CHI Landmark Commission, which preserves and protects buildings, works of art and objects of historical or architectural value to the community. The seven members are appointed by CHI City Council.

Cleveland Heights trials new parking app

Kim Sergio Inglis

Those parking in three Cleveland Heights parking garages—in Cedar Fairmount, Cedar Lee and Coventry Village—can now use a mobile Passport Parking app that they can download to iPhone and Android smart phones.

The City of Cleveland Heights made the announcement on Sept. 23 and has posted information about how to download and use the app at www.clevelandheights.com/parkingapp. The information is also accessible via a Passport Parking icon on the website’s home page.

The parking rate for those using the app is the same 50 cents per hour as for those using quarters, which meters will continue to accept. Parking app users are charged a 35-cent convenience fee per transaction.

The app will enable users to add additional parking time without having to return to the garage. The convenience fee is charged once; there is no additional convenience fee for adding extra time.

Susanna Niermann O’Neil, vice city manager, said the city expects some initial glitches, and will evaluate the parking app for a trial period before extending it to the surface lots: “I’m hoping in February—in five to six months—we’ll have enough data and understanding to go forward.”

Kim Sergio Inglis is editor-in-chief of the Heights Observer. She lives in the Shaker Farm Historic District in Cleveland Heights.

SUITES AVAILABLE

Shaker Heights Cleveland Heights Lakewood Cleveland

- Large 1, 2 and 3 Bedrooms
- Walking distance to CWRU, Shaker Square and RTA
- Refinished Kitchens
- Hardwood Floors
- Parking
- Laundry Facilities
- Dishwasher and Disposal

“All together sunny, spacious, superbly maintained and well located apartments!”

CALL NOW (216) 421-8400
12000 Fairhill Road
Cleveland, OH 44120
office@montlackrealty.com
www.montlackrealty.com
Noble Neighbors hosts back-to-school celebration

Susan Sanders

On Friday, Aug. 19, Noble neighbors gathered to enjoy a summer evening on the front lawn of Bethel Church. The back-to-school celebration, organized by the Noble Neighbors group, featured Euclid Beach Rocket Car rides, an ice cream social and a chalk walk. The event brought together children and families to celebrate their neighborhood and build community, and had two primary goals: to celebrate and encourage children and teens in their educational endeavors, and to reach out to families living in apartments along Noble Road.

The event successfully brought people together, with 200 frozen treats consumed, 170 Rocket Car rides enjoyed, and more than 50 sidewalk canvases created by chalk artists of all ages.

Representatives from Reaching Heights and Open Doors Academy shared information about their respective educational initiatives. Participants of Developing Alternatives for Women in New Communities (DAWN) brought sewing crafts to display and sell to the community, and brought their children and families to join the celebration. Also present were members of FutureHeights, and Cleveland Heights Fire and Police departments’ community engagement and canine units. Cleveland Heights Mayor Cheryl Stephens and Council Member Carol Roe also visited.

Noble Neighbors (www.noble-neighbors.com) is a neighborhood organization that started in January 2014. The group has quickly grown in participation, activities and presence. Noble Neighbors has developed into an action team of people who want to see neighborhoods along Noble Road thrive in friendliness, beauty and safety. Noble Neighbors creates events like the back-to-school celebration to foster community and inclusiveness, and to advocate for the neighborhood.

In the words of one Noble Neighbor, Brenda May, “Noble Neighbors is all about celebrating our community. We cherish our diversity and we gladly join together to help each other thrive. The word that describes us best is—home. This is home.”

Susan Sanders is a participant in Noble Neighbors, a community group working to make the neighborhoods along Noble Road friendly, safe, attractive and welcoming for everyone.
Neighbors gather to dedicate Spirit Corner in Coventry Village

By Robert Brown

On Sept. 10, 30 local residents gathered at the corner of Hampshire and Cadwell roads in the Coventry Village neighborhood to dedicate the community green space known as Spirit Corner.

A house built on this corner in 1888 had sat vacant for more than 50 years before it was demolished in 2012. Neighborhood residents, led by Laura Marks, asked city officials to allow them to adopt the site and make it a green space and gathering place.

Neighbors named the site “Spirit Corner” in memory of the spirits that, purportedly, had inhabited the otherwise long-vacant house, known to neighborhood children as the “haunted house.”

In the past year, Spirit Corner has been enhanced with a Little Free Library, a history sign, a table and stands upcycled from a fallen tree, wildflowers, a stone engraved with the name Spirit Corner, and even designation as a Pokemon Go “gym.”

Attendees at the dedication event toasted residents who had made special contributions to enhance the green space, and recognized a contribution by the Frohring Foundation, represented at the event by former Coventry Village resident Steve Szilagyi. The event ended with a ceremonial ribbon cutting to dedicate Spirit Corner as a focal point for the Coventry Village neighborhood.

Robert Brown is a city planner with 40 years of experience, including nine years as Cleveland’s City Planning Director. A resident of Cleveland Heights for more than 40 years, Brown has lived in the Coventry Village neighborhood for more than 15 years. He is a volunteer on the Civic Engagement Committee of Future Heights.

Sustainable Heights Network

The Sustainable Heights Network (SHN) offers monthly tips to help reduce your bills and environmental impact while making your life more comfortable. For more information, visit www.sustainableheightsnetwork.net.

Energy Savings: Autumn is a great time to weatherize your home. Why not begin by asking a professional to evaluate your home-energy use? The SHN steering committee recently interviewed Empower G&E and was impressed. Empower offers homeowners free one-hour inspections, focused on insulation, air leaks, lighting and thermostats. In addition, Empower will introduce homeowners to a team of vetted, local contractors, and inspectors to verify that the job is properly completed. Empower can also help arrange financing so that the loan payment each month is nearly equivalent to what the homeowner will save each month.

Contact Empower at 937-830-3189 or visit http://empowersandelectric.com/empowers-1-hour-energy-assessment.

Solid Waste: There are many ways to recycle items. “Recycling” means a material will be made into a new item, such as plastic bottles being made into fleece or lumber. Many kids love to make crafts, and many otherwise unusable items are great for this. For example, CDs make great, shiny mobiles. They also can be hung in gardens to keep the birds away. They can be painted, or used as stands for pipe cleaner figurines. Be creative!

Transportation: Go ahead, put the snow brush in the car. (Maybe that’ll keep it from being needed!) Cooler nights mean it’s time to check tire inflations more frequently. Tires lose about 1 psi per degrees F; lower psi means lower mpg and more carbon in the air. Don’t forget to check the spare. This is a good time for an oil change. Check your heating system before winter truly hits. There are still time to plant a tree, and environmental activist who, with her husband, built a passive solar house. Dinah Widin, a lifelong community member, has been involved with sustainable efforts with the city and schools for many years. Other SHN members contributed to this article, written primarily by Butler and Widin.

SHN suggests sustainable tips for October
Trump visits Cleveland Heights; Heights residents speak up

Deanna Bremer Fisher

Donald Trump held a “town hall meeting” at New Spirit Revival Center, 3350 Mayfield Road, on Sept. 21. Trump was the guest of Pastor Darrell Scott, who has received national attention for his support of the Republican presidential candidate. Fox News taped the meeting, which began at 9:30 a.m., for broadcast that evening. While Trump spoke inside the church, a counter-event took place across the street, in front of the Heights Rockefeller Building. Protesters began lining Mayfield Road when the event began. Elec ted officials held a press conference at which Cayahoga County Council member Anthony Hairston, Cleveland Heights Mayor Cheryl Stephens, State Senator Sandra Williams and State Representative Janine Boyd spoke.

Stephens quoted John Lenz, a Cleveland Heights resident and pastor of Forest Hill Presbyterian Church, located a block away, who had stated the previous Sunday: “Jews and Christians in Cleveland Heights, home of the arts, and a place of diversity with a big D, always believe that God creates all of us and everything and that belief means that kindness, a manifestation of Christianity, is welcoming everyone. Any church or any community worthy of its name believes that we accept everyone, whether they are Muslims or Mexicans. They should not be eliminated. They should not be removed. They should not be returned. They should stay in our country and there should not be walls for any of it. This community, Cleveland Heights, believes that we moved beyond this 50 years ago, not today.”

The mayor cited herself as an example of the progress the country had made; although Forest Hill once had deed restrictions that prohibited people of certain origins and ethnicities from living there, she owns a home in the neighborhood.

“We in Cleveland Heights have stood up to racists before, and I’m here to do it again for my community” said Stephens. Boyd commented on growing up in Cleveland Heights, where she learned Hebrew at Park Synagogue’s preschool and graduated from St. Ann and Beaumont, two Catholic schools. “In Cleveland Heights, we practice Shabbos and Ramadan; we chant as Buddhists and we sing in our gospel choirs on Sunday mornings. . . . We celebrate Pride and advocate for equality. We welcome and assist our refugee families. . . . We are a microcosm of the America that every American can be proud of, and that is why Mr. Trump’s candidacy and platform do not work here.”

Deanna Bremer Fisher is executive director of FutureHeights and publisher of the Heights Observer.

Enjoy the lifestyle at Judson Park’s new Ambler Court!

This beautifully renovated assisted living neighborhood offers signature programing and care in a specially designed environment ideal for those in need of increased assistance and oversight. Residents enjoy bright and spacious two-room private suites with full baths, plus freshly-cooked meals served restaurant-style from an open kitchen. In addition to comprehensive services and amenities, enjoy:

• As much independence as you’d like knowing you have care and support at your fingertips
• Access to all the amenities and cultural programs at Judson Park including the Chestnut Hills gardens, lifelong learning opportunities, therapy and fitness center, and warm-water pool
• Scheduled transportation to University Circle institutions

Located in the quiet neighborhood of Chestnut Hills in Cleveland Heights, Judson Park is just minutes away from all that University Circle offers and world-class healthcare at Cleveland Clinic and University Hospitals.

For more information or to arrange a visit, please call (216) 791-2004.

www.judsonsmartliving.org
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CH Mayor Cheryl Stephens (center) addresses the crowd. State Rep. Janine Boyd is at right.
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Noble Neighbors to host Oct. 11 forum on school levy ballot issue

Brenda H. May

Noble Neighbors invites the Heights community to learn more about the proposed school levy on Tuesday, Oct. 11, at 7 p.m., at Noble Road Presbyterian Church, 2780 Noble Road. Voters will vote “yes” or “no” on a $5.5 mill CH-UH City School District levy on Tuesday, Oct. 11, at 7 p.m., at Noble Road Presbyterian Church, 2780 Noble Road.

Overwhelmed by Medicare options?

I Can Help!

Kathleen G Carvin
Licensed Insurance Agent
HealthMarkets Insurance Agency

Call me today
216-375-5902
for a free consultation to learn about your options

COMMUNITY NEWS

Annual book arts festival has roots in the Heights

Laura Martin

Octavofest: Celebrating the Book and Paper Arts is in its eighth year of organizing and promoting book-related events throughout Greater Cleveland during the month of October. (Referencing the page size produced by folding a sheet of paper three times to produce eight leaves, the octavo is still a common size for printed books.)

Octavofest events range from lectures, workshops and public demonstrations to exhibitions and tours of rare book collections. Heights Libraries always sponsors several programs, and this year is no exception.

On Oct. 3, explore the world “on one sheet of paper” at a cartography presentation at the Lee Road Library. On Oct. 13, at the Noble Neighborhood Library, adults can construct bird houses made entirely of discarded books. On Oct. 24, the Lee Road Library will host a Readers’ Theatre with Dobama Theatre that celebrates book history from ancient Alexandria to the present day. See the Heights Libraries (www.heightslibrary.org) or Octavofest (http://www.octavofest.com) websites for details on these and other Octavofest events.

Octavofest began in 2006 with The Artistry of Words, a week-end books and art festival that celebrated the Lee Road Library’s grand reopening. Coordinated by library staff member Carole Wallencheck, the event showcased her idea that “books can be lovely objects in and of themselves, and over the centuries have been carriers of knowledge and beauty.” In 2007 and 2008, the festival was reworked as The Joy of Text, drawing in the Heights Arts Collaborative and Heights Writers. Enthusiastic audiences participated in workshops and public art events led by Cincinnati book artist Kate Kern. Her month long residency at Heights Arts, coordinated by then director Peggy Spaeth, highlighted the book as art object.

In March 2008, three Cleveland Heights book artists, Bonné de Blas, Melissa O’Grady and Amy Fishbach, founded Art Books Cleveland (ABC) to “advance appreciation of the book arts.”

An immediate success, ABC soon had more than 20 members, and in October of that year mounted its first Abecedarium Exhibition, featuring handmade books with an alphabet theme.

The Joy of Text was reframed as Octavofest in 2009, when the program featured eight events. This year, there are more than 50, hosted by more than 20 collaborating organizations and institutions from Oberlin to Akron. ABC continues to coordinate Octavofest.

Since the 1950s, when the first modern “artist books” began to appear, the popularity of the book as art object has thrived. Octavofest has, since its inception, taken an interdisciplinary approach, incorporating diverse institutional philosophies and types of programming into each year’s schedule. Octavofest participants look at the book with a new appreciation and a new awareness, contemplating both the history and future of books, and revisiting their own interest in and experience of the book as a “container,” not only of information but also aesthetic enjoyment.

Laura Martin, a 25-year resident of Cleveland Heights and a book artist, is chair of the Octavofest Steering Committee. Steering committee members Louis Aldrean, a Cleveland Heights resident who works at CMA’s Ingalls Library, and Carole Wallencheck, a University Heights resident who works at Heights Libraries, contributed to this article.
Thanks to leadership donations totaling more than $1.1 million, generously given by John and Mary Jane Breen; Karleen Breen; Robert and Heidi Helzel; Gerald and Helen McDonough; June McGinty, of the McGinty Family Foundation; and the Conway Family Foundation, Gesu Catholic School is introducing an innovative program, called Gesu STREAM, into its curriculum.

“The goal of Gesu STREAM is to prepare students for a 21st-century world with a focus on science, technology, religion, engineering, arts and math,” said Lucy Iemmolo, principal of Gesu Catholic School.

Gesu joins a handful of area Catholic elementary schools that are implementing STREAM, a relatively new concept supported by the National Catholic Educational Association. Because of this program, students at the school are engaged at an earlier age in areas such as robotics, architecture, space exploration and technical design.

Marjorie Gessner has been named the full-time STREAM coordinator. She will be working with faculty and students to develop curriculum standards and methods for developing interdisciplinary units and activities. Gessner’s goal is to help teachers collaborate across content areas and enable students to make more meaningful connections in their learning. She will be facilitating the integration of STREAM activities into everyday lessons.

“Gesu has a strong academic history,” said Gessner. “Students will have project-based learning that allows them to focus on goal setting, critical thinking and problem solving. The core of the educational experience remains consistently based on values and a faith foundation.

With donated funds, the school has already completed construction and renovation of the current second floor science room into a more versatile instructional space for experiments and projects. The next phase of construction is scheduled to begin in October and will be the north side of the school building, currently the Religious Education Center.

The three-story space will be designed to enhance classroom learning in science, technology, religion, engineering, art and mathematics, all dedicated to the Gesu STREAM initiative. The chapel will also be updated for students and staff to use as a reflective prayer space. When completed, the wings will be known as The Breen Family Educational Center for STREAM Learning.

“The goal of STREAM is to encourage an inquiry-based environment and effectively integrate more hands-on learning experiences into the curriculum. All areas of the curriculum will be reviewed, including extracurricular clubs and programs. This initiative is to challenge our students’ minds and equip them with the tools they can use in a world of ever-changing competitiveness, grounded in a strong Catholic faith [that is] an integral part of our learning and daily lives,” said Iemmolo.

For more information about Gesu Catholic School and the Gesu STREAM program, contact the school office at 216-932-0620.

Mary Kate Farrar, a former resident of University Heights, is development director for Gesu school and parish.

Gesu Catholic School moves full STREAM ahead

Mary Kate Farrar

Gesu students engaged in the new STREAM program.

Heights High announces AP scholars


Joy Henderson

In spring 2016, Heights High juniors and seniors took the end of course exams for Advanced Placement (AP) courses. On Sept. 14, the CH-UH City School District, which offers 19 AP courses, announced that 53 students were recognized for their exceptional achievement on the AP exams.

National AP Scholar – Class of 2016: Regina Bellian.

AP Scholar with Honor – Class of 2017: Andrew Bell, Anya Chew, David Fleischer, Jeremy Kauffman, Faith Morris, Tladi Matsamai, Nina Yao; Class of 2016: Anna Crowley, Kirkland Pearce.


Joy Henderson is the parent/community liaison for Heights High.
Meeting highlights

Cleveland Heights-University Heights Board of Education

Counselor evaluation policy
Paul Lombardo, the district’s human resources director, presented the second reading of the Standard-Based School Counselor Evaluation Policy. He said the policy was in line with the teacher evaluation policy.

Summer school
Felisha Gould, assistant superintendent, gave a comprehensive summer school report. She noted that the summer school program addressed two strategic goals: increasing the graduation rate to 90 percent and closing the achievement gap. The report included the following:
- The 190 enrolled high school students took blended (in-classroom and online) classes; eight students failed. Of the 190, 33 students needed to pass the Ohio Graduation Test. A fee of $100 was charged per class. Financial help was available.
- Of 133 middle school students enrolled in the program, 13 failed.
- Of 101 elementary students enrolled in the program, eight failed.
- A summer program for Boulevard, Noble and Oxford elementary schools successfully advanced those students to the next grade.
- Summer enrichment was available for English language learners.
- An AP boot camp for 33 students developed effective study habits and time management skills.

School levy
A representative of Citizens for Public Education commented on the need for support. She noted that the summer school program is one of the many educational and great courses and programs, including career tech and impressive AP (Advanced Placement) programs. She said the district is working hard, trying to be fiscally responsible, and that strong schools attract residents.

Middle school construction plans
Pat O’Brien, of Moody-Nolan (architects), reported on plans for the two middle schools.

Middle school renovation
The board approved change orders totaling $794,332 in increased expenses and a $254,348 credit. PMC/Regency explained that the change orders included unforeseen existing conditions involving brickwork support, added code requirements for aluminum windows, installing an auxiliary sound system in the gym, and adjusting a design clarification to include fritted glass panels in the pool area. The change order costs for E-rate rebates received to fund cabling and network electronics. It is a federal program that provides discounts of up to 90 percent to help eligible schools and libraries in the U.S. obtain affordable telecommunications and Internet access.

Charter schools
Board President Kil Zubler committed that he wanted the dollars used wisely, and (worried) to lower the number of change order submissions.

Donations
The board accepted the following donations:
- $622.22 to Canterbury Elementary School
- An evaporative cooler to Canterbury Elementary School
- $8,600 to Fairlawn Elementary School
- Art supplies to Monticello Middle School
- $315 to Heights High
- Neckties to Heights High

In-school tutoring
Reaching Heights is promoting in-school tutoring and role model speakers. Information is on the Reaching Heights website, www-reachingheights.org.

Clock tower
The Cleveland Heights High School Alumni Foundation has donated money for the clock tower.

Middle school renovation
The educational space of the middle school renovation was discussed. Board President Kil Zubler commented that he wanted the dollars used wisely, and (worried) to lower the number of change order submissions.

Celebrate musical revolutionary Pierre Boulez at a special Cleveland Institute of Music concert series

Join CIM faculty and alumni, who were taught and inspired by Boulez as they pay tribute to the musician in concerts on:

September 25, 28 | October 5, 26 and 30

All concerts are free. Reserve your seats today! cim.edu
Heights High musicians are swingin’ in the ‘Swing State’

Joy Henderson

For six Heights High jazz musicians, swing is the thing. A year ago they formed Swing State, a jazz combo, through the school’s small-group ensemble program. Within a few months, they were playing gigs at local establishments.

The group members—drummer Andy Bell, trumpeter William van den Bogert, baritone saxophonist Nicholas Edwards, pianist Jeremy Kauffman, and bassist Ian Nocente—are all seniors. Alumnus Ryan Wilson, a tenor saxophonist who graduated seniors. Alumnus Ryan Wilson, a tenor saxophonist who graduated this past spring, now attends Ohio University.

“Our first gig was at The Wine Spot on Lee Road,” said Bell, “and this past spring, now attends Ohio University.

Students’ dedication to music. “The ensemble program encourages students to form these small groups,” he said. “And the guys in Swing State have taken the work to business skills. “We are learning all kinds of things about how to manage, negotiate and handle publicity for our performances,” said Edwards. Baker, along with Ben Ammon, band director, and Larry Smith, percussion coach, provide support in the business end of music performance.

Swing State, like all Heights High ensembles, is coached by a local musician. McDonald, a 2005 Heights High graduate, sees the young musicians growing as performers and musicians. “They are writing their own music more and honing their improvisational skills and ear training,” he said.

They chose their group’s name because it is the name of one of their early favorite pieces. “And we packed the house, mostly with our friends and family. That was an awesome experience. We had goose bumps, getting to do what we love and get paid a little bit for it. Wow.”

They continue to line up a few gigs, and they practice twice a week—one at an in-school session with Tim McDonald, jazz combo coach, and once at a member’s house.

Brett Baker, instrumental music director, is proud of the students’ dedication to music. “The ensemble program encourages students to form these small groups,” he said. “And the guys in Swing State have taken the work to a very high level.”

Performing music also requires of course, Ohio is the swing state going into November’s election,” said Nocente.

After these seniors graduate from high school in the spring, they plan to attend college. Bell plans to study finance, van den Bogert plans to apply to Columbia and Carnegie Mellon to study engineering, Edwards plans to study music and will apply to the Manhattan School of Music in New York City, Kauffman plans to study bio-chemistry, and Nocente plans to apply to Ohio University and the University of Texas at San Antonio. The band can be contacted through its Facebook page.

Leading cast members in Heights High’s production of Anything Goes: (back row, from left) Grant Heinemeyer, Gerald Shazor, Carlie Hall, Allexa Thompson, Kassie Bufford, Tylak Black; (in front) Todd Byers.

Anything Goes in Heights production

Joy Henderson

Heights High students will perform the Cole Porter musical Anything Goes on Nov. 3, 4, and 5, at 7 p.m., and Nov. 6, at 4 p.m. “This is an amazing score,” said Jesse Lange, vocal music director. “It is a showcase for the jazz standards that are a true American artform.”

Two casts will perform this comedy love story that is set on an ocean liner in the 1930s. “This show has edgy love story that is set on an ocean liner in the 1930s. “This show has an incredible score,” said Carlisle Hall, who plays Hope Harcourt.

It is harder than it looks,” said Carlisle Hall, who plays Hope Harcourt. “We love the tap dance coach. “We love the tap dance coach. “We love the tap dance coach. “We love the tap dance coach. “We love the tap dance coach.

Two casts will perform this comedy love story that is set on an ocean liner in the 1930s. “This show has an incredible score,” said Carlisle Hall, who plays Hope Harcourt.

“Any thing Goes” is the tap dance coach. “We love the tap dance coach. “We love the tap dance coach.

Choreographer Katie Zarecki is the tap dance coach. “We love the tap dance coach. “We love the tap dance coach. “We love the tap dance coach. “We love the tap dance coach.

Choreographer Katie Zarecki is the tap dance coach. “We love the tap dance coach. “We love the tap dance coach. “We love the tap dance coach. “We love the tap dance coach.

The production includes 43 members of the Instrumental Music Department who will perform in two alternating pit orchestras. The stage crew is constructing a cruise ship set.

“The music is fun and part of our American songbook,” said Lange. “Everyone will enjoy this show and will leave singing these amazing songs.”

Tickets went on sale on Sept. 26 at the Heights High choir website: www.clevelandheightsbears.com. Ticket prices are $10 and $6.

Joy Henderson is the parent/community liaison for Heights High.

Heights High musicians are swingin’ in the ‘Swing State’
A SUNDAY INVITATION FOR YOU!

Join discussions with outstanding speakers and panelists from Cleveland’s premier organizations.

For more information, or to schedule your personal tour, call 216.320.8767.

OPEN HOUSES:

OCT 23

A SUNDAY INVITATION FOR YOU

When you advertise in the Observer, your dollars stay in the community.
Library series gets community ‘On the Same Page’

Julia Murphy

This fall, the Cleveland Heights-University Heights Public Library System is hosting the second installment of On the Same Page, its community-wide reading and program series. This year’s series features Jacqueline Woodson’s autobiography of poems, Brown Girl Dreaming. The series, which started in September and runs through November, includes book discussions, arts and crafts programs, and movie nights.


“We chose a book that would be meaningful to people in our particular community,” said Sam Lapides, who led the charge in 2014, and helped choose Alexie’s book.

This year, the library let the community choose the book. In November 2015, the library shared a poll online, and Brown Girl Dreaming, winner of the 2014 National Book Award and 2015 Newbery Honor, was selected. Author Woodson was born in Ohio, and grew up in both the South and the North during the turbulent civil rights era.

Beth Hatch, special projects manager, is coordinating efforts for this year's series. "Woodson captures her devotion to family and the joy of finding her writer’s voice through a series of poignant poems," said Hatch. "She addresses family history, divorce, race, the North and South, and the joys of learning to read and write poetry. The book serves as a great springboard for programs and discussions of how these topics fit in our lives today.”

The series kicked off on Sept. 26 with a free film screening of the documentary “Romeos is Bleeding,” about how poet Donte Clark transcended violence in his hometown of Richmond, Calif., by writing poetry about his experiences and inspiring an urban adaptation of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet.

Among many upcoming programs is a presentation by the Cleveland Association of Black Storytellers, Look Back and Wonder, on Sunday, Oct. 30 at 2 p.m. at the Lee Road Library. This presentation is a series of powerful personal narratives of African-American women from the past 100 years.

In addition to the many programs, the Lee Road Library’s art gallery is home to an interactive display throughout October called “Dream Space: Poetry, Place and Person,” also inspired by Brown Girl Dreaming. Visitors are invited to enter the gallery and add their own personal narrative to the collage of poetry, read other’s contributions and, using an interactive touch screen, listen to quotes from the book read by the author.

Check out a copy of Brown Girl Dreaming at the Lee Road, Coventry Village or Noble Neighborhood libraries, and learn more about On the Same Page programs at www.heightslibrary.org.

Julia Murphy is the marketing and volunteer coordinator for the Cleveland Heights-University Heights Public Library System.

Friends of Heights Libraries plans annual meeting and fall sale

Vivian Fosspail

For 54 years, Friends of the Heights Libraries has provided funding and countless volunteer hours to support the nationally recognized Heights Libraries system.

Friends invites community members to its annual meeting on Sunday, Oct. 16, 1:30 p.m., at the Lee Road Library. It will celebrate the Heights Libraries’ centennial with a presentation by Amia Wheatley, local history librarian, on the history of the Heights Libraries.

The organization’s semiannual Mega Sale of thousands of books, CDs and DVDs will kick off on Thursday, Nov. 10, 9-8:45 p.m., with a preview night for members (memberships will be sold at the door for $10), and will continue through Sunday, Nov. 13.

The sale is held at the Lee Road Library, in the meeting rooms on the first floor and in the Harvey & Friends Bookshop on the second floor. The sale always features a variety of fiction, nonfiction, children’s and teen books, and a great selection of “specials”—individually priced art books and other treasures—that are scooped up by eager book lovers.

Helping staff its benefit sales is the Book Bike, which started in September and runs through November called “Dream Space: Poetry, Place and Person,” also inspired by Brown Girl Dreaming. Visitors are invited to enter the gallery and add their own personal narrative to the collage of poetry, read other’s contributions and, using an interactive touch screen, listen to quotes from the book read by the author.

Check out a copy of Brown Girl Dreaming at the Lee Road, Coventry Village or Noble Neighborhood libraries, and learn more about On the Same Page programs at www.heightslibrary.org.

Julia Murphy is the marketing and volunteer coordinator for the Cleveland Heights-University Heights Public Library System.

Your neighbor; your plumber

Herb’s Plumbing & Heating

• Experts in old homes
• Water tanks & heating systems
• Eco-friendly updates
• Fully trained, licensed, bonded & insured
• Residential & commercial

Mention this ad for 10% off

216-691-2300 • herbsplumbingandheating.com

806icate your skillset with our fall classes!

Looking for a place to host a party? We love parties! birthday parties  Stitch parties showers

Visit our website or call for more information.

Shop Hours:
Tuesday - Saturday 11 - 6pm

2026 Murray Hill Road
( the old schoolhouse Historic Little Italy )
216.229.2220 • boltandspool.com

BOLT & SPOOL

French Cartonnage

Fall classes! We g-autumn!

Join us
October 22 for a Halloween Tote Class
And November 12
to make a French Cartonnage fabric ornament

MURRAY HILL
Noble eatery makes changes but stays in the family

Diane Hallum

Doyle Fayne, the longtime owner of Moran’s Bistro, located at 2248 Noble Road (at the corner of Noble and Roanoke roads), has stepped aside to turn over the day-to-day operation of the establishment to his daughter, Shawnell, and her husband, Michael.

Shawnell and Michael Thomas have already put their stamp on the business, now called Mike’s Corner Deli.

The young entrepreneurs have created a fresh, bright look inside, and offer a new menu of over-stuffed sandwiches, wraps and paninis. Early morning patrons can enjoy a breakfast sandwich, as well. Sweeter options include a banana split.

Breakfast sandwich, as well. Not to be outdone, the Noble Big Daddy comes, as do all sandwiches, with chips, a pickle and a drink. Not to be outdone, the Noble Big Momma (also $13) changes things up with a stack of turkey, chicken, ham, corned beef, salami, bacon, greens and swiss cheese. The Big Daddy comes, as do all sandwiches, with chips, a pickle and a drink. Not to be outdone, the Noble Big Momma (also $13) changes things up with a stack of turkey, chicken, ham, corned beef, salami, bacon, greens and swiss cheese.

Mike’s Corner Deli on the corner of Noble and Roanoke roads offers up a variety of sandwiches, wraps and heroese.

Mike’s Corner Deli
2248 Noble Road
Warrensville Heights, OH 44128
216-765-0532
216-371-5520

Great Eye Care, Locally Owned.

2259 Warrensville Ctr. Road University Hts., OH 44118
216-337-1520
4625 Richmond Road Warrensville Hts., OH 44128
216-765-6532

Edward’s Painting & Home Services

SPECIALIZING IN OLDER HOMES

Interior & Exterior • Quality / Reliability

Heights based
216-263-6225
roberths164@oh.net

Lee Road Ethiopian restaurant plans fall opening

James Henke

A new restaurant specializing in Ethiopian food is due to open this fall in Cleveland Heights. Zoma Ethiopian Restaurant will be located at 2242 Lee Road, between Mama Joyce’s Soul Food Café and Heights Uptown Barber shop. Co-owner Zeke Belete said he is working toward, and hoping for, an opening sometime in October.

The restaurant will be the only second Ethiopian restaurant in all of Cleveland Heights. The other one, Empress Taytu, is located at 6125 St. Clair Ave.

Belete and his wife, Betty Kassa, are the owners of Zoma. Belete, 34, was born in Ethiopia, as was Kassa. He moved to the United States in 2004 with his brother, who had received a scholarship to attend Cleveland State University. Kassa moved to Cleveland, where she met Belete, in 2010. The couple married in 2014, and have a son, Noel, who is 2 1/2 years old. They live in Shaker Heights.

Belete, who has never worked in a restaurant before, has always loved Ethiopian food and thought it would be a great idea to open an Ethiopian restaurant in Cleveland. Initially, he looked for potential spaces in Ohio City, Tremont and Lakewood. He ultimately chose Cleveland Heights as the location for his restaurant because he thought it was “the best spot, compared to what else was available.”

“There’s a lot of foot traffic in this area, and there are a lot of other restaurants, so I thought it would be a great space,” Belete said.

Ethiopian food typically consists of spicy meat dishes or vegetables served on sourdough flatbread called “injera.” Belete explained that most Ethiopians eat their food by hand, although Zoma will offer forks, spoons and knives for those who need or want them.

Belete said his restaurant will offer many vegetarian options, as well as fish, lamb, beef and chicken dishes. Most of the dishes are served as stews. “They include spices from back home,” Belete said. “In addition, there will be no artificial flavorings, and the flatbread is gluten-free.”

Belete said his plan is for the restaurant to be open seven days a week, from 11:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. Lunches will cost around $14, and dinners will cost slightly more.

Zoma will seat about 49 people, and half of the restaurant will feature traditional Ethiopian seating, at grass-basket tables.

The restaurant will also offer a traditional coffee ceremony, in which coffee is made from scratch, with green coffee beans that are washed and roasted. Coffee is a large part of traditional coffee is made from scratch, with green coffee beans that are washed and roasted. Coffee is a large part of Ethiopian culture and cuisine, and the coffee ceremony generally takes place after each meal.

James Henke, a Cleveland Heights resident, was a writer and editor at Rolling Stone magazine for 15 years. He is also the author of several books, including biographies of Jim Morrison, John Lennon and Bob Marley. He is on the board of FutureHeights, and is co-chair of the Heights Observer Advisory Committee.

Why Montessori?

Learn how a Ruffing Montessori education helps prepare your child for success!

Fall Open House: 2-4 pm
Sunday, November 6, 2016
Contact our Admissions Office at 216-321-7571 or info@ruffingmontessori.net.
3380 Fairmount Boulevard, Cleveland Heights, OH
www.ruffingmontessori.net
How to decide when it's the right time to move

Judith Eugene

As time goes on, lifestyles naturally change. Kids move out, we retire, we take on new hobbies, our income level and our health changes. It’s a good idea to occasionally reassess whether one’s current home is supporting one’s current lifestyle, or hindering it.

Many continue to live in their homes out of habit or nostalgia—“it’s the home they bought when they got married, it’s where they raised their kids, it’s the place where they have lots of memories, and it’s where all of their personal possessions are kept.

As time passes, homeowners should ask themselves the following questions: Does taking care of your home leave you enough time to pursue your current hobbies and interests? Are you sure that your home will not need costly or complicated repairs in the future? Do you still use all of the rooms in your house on a regular basis? Is it still easy for you to go up and down stairs? Are you able to maintain your yard and clear snow by yourself? Is it convenient for you to visit family and friends from where you live now?

If you answered “no” to any of those questions, you may want to consider whether modifying your home to make it safer and more convenient for you, or to move to a new home that better supports your current lifestyle.

The Home Repair Resource Center in Cleveland Heights (216-381-6500) offers free workshops for seniors who prefer to stay in their homes and “age-in-place.” The workshops teach homeowners how to make their own small repairs, advise them on hiring contractors for major repairs, and provide guidance on modifying a home.

If you think it might be time for you to move, a relocation specialist can help you make that decision and help you through the process. Lee Ann Spacke, owner of North Coast Residential Relocation (216-531-6800), recently worked with a Cleveland Heights widow whose children live in another state. Spacke helped the woman clean out her possessions, sell her home, and purchase a smaller home that gave her more time for her hobbies and to visit her children.

As a moving coordinator and advocate, Spacke creates a schedule and to-do list, and connects homeowners with specialists who will list a home for sale, help clean out and organize a home, conduct an estate sale, make repairs and cosmetic improvements to get it ready to sell, and pack and move the homeowner to their new home. “As an advocate for seniors,” said Spacke, “I help manage and monitor the entire process from start to finish.”

Jim Venturo, a real estate agent with Coldwell Banker Hunter Realty (440-227-4988), recently worked with a retired Cleveland Heights couple whose house was too big for them, and who were weary of cold winter weather. Ventura helped them downsize to a smaller house in a warmer state, and connected them with professionals who assisted them at every stage.

Ventura had to modify his own house after suffering a debilitating illness two years ago. He then became an aging-in-place specialist, and advises people how to make their homes safer, more comfortable and convenient.

Judith Eugene is a native of Cleveland Heights who provides life enrichment classes and activities for senior adults and those with physical and mental challenges through www.lovinghandsgroup.com. She can be reached at 216-408-5578 or judith@lovinghandsgroup.com.
Cleveland Heights was brimming with record crowds in its Cedar Fairmount and Cedar Lee business districts on Sept. 23 and 24, respectively, at the 4th Annual Heights Music Hop, presented by FutureHeights. Event organizers estimate that more than 5,000 people attended the popular live-music festival, which featured 77 acts in 28 venues.

The districts’ businesses, restaurants and bars—many of which served as venues for the music performances—filled to capacity with event attendees.

“We were thrilled that so many people came out to enjoy both nights of the festival. It was a huge success,” said Daniel Budin, FutureHeights board member and Music Hop chair. “Cleveland Heights was in the spotlight as we provided two nights of fun for thousands, and combined top regional acts with homegrown talent in our unique and exciting business districts. I’m especially grateful to the city and the police department for their cooperation and support.”

Hop highlights included a packed performance by Honeybucket, Scene magazine’s Best of Cleveland 2016 band of the year, at the Motorcars Stage in the Cedar Lee parking garage. It was the final performance of the year for this group with roots in the Heights, as it takes a hiatus before member Abie Klein-Stefanchik becomes a first-time father. Honeybucket’s Brendan O’Malley and Klein-Stefanchik grew up in Cleveland Heights. The “newgrass” band attracted more than 300 music lovers to this newer Hop venue. Honeybucket’s Facebook page stated, “Well it took us almost five years, but we’re finally a garage band.”

“FutureHeights is proud to be the presenter of this event, but it wouldn’t be possible without the support of our generous sponsors, or the dedicated work of our board members, staff and volunteers who pull this event together. We are extremely thankful for all of their work, and to our audience who supported the event through our FutureHop benefit, Chance Raffle ticket, T-shirt and beverage sales,” said Deanna Bremer Fisher, executive director of FutureHeights.

Winners of the Chance Raffle prize packages will be announced in the Oct. 4 Heights Observer e-news, on the Heights Music Hop social media sites and on the FutureHeights website, www.futureheights.org.

Andrea C. Turner is the Heights Observer’s managing editor.
Dobama Theatre presents An Octoroon

Jonathan Wilhelm

Dobama Theatre continues its 17th season with An Octoroon by Brandon Jacobs-Jenkins, a modern deconstruction of Dion Boucicault’s The Octoroon.

Premiering in 1859, The Octoroon was one of the most successful stage productions of its time. At one point, seven different theater companies toured the United States with their productions of the play. It is famous for sparking a national debate about the abolition of slavery and the role of political theater. But when its melodramatic depiction of the antebellum South is viewed from a modern perspective, it appears not only simplistic, but also somewhat racist.

Using Boucicault’s plot as a template, contemporary playwright Branden Jacobs-Jenkins’ An Octoroon creates the earliest example of race and confronts how theater interacts with identity. An Octoroon was the co-winner of the 2014 Obie Award for Best New American Play (along with another Jacobs-Jenkins’ play, Appropriate).

“Our country is trying very hard to have a conversation about race and equity,” said Nathan Motta, Dobama’s artistic director, who is directing this production. “Due largely to events in Ferguson, Cleveland, Houston, and many other communities, the United States is being forced to confront [its] history of violence and the reverberations that are very present today. An Octoroon makes us face our history, places it in a modern context, and shakes things up by forcing us to see, hear, feel, and ultimately talk about these issues.”

There will be pre-show and post-show discussions prior to and following every show. The pre-show conversation begins 20 minutes before curtain time. Motta explained the conversations this way: “We felt it was important to give audience members context for the play. Some of the moments in the play are shocking and will likely offend some modern audience. Giving background and a frame of reference as to how and why these theatrical tactics are used is imperative. It’s in no way to apologize for the work, but rather to prepare an audience for the theater experience they are about to have. Theater can help start conversations that otherwise would not take place. That’s what we’re hoping for with this production.”

An Octoroon won accolades during its initial run. Ben Brantley, drama critic for The New York Times, said, “Strange as it seems, a work based on a terminally dated play from more than 150 years ago may turn out to be this decade’s most eloquent theatrical statement on race in America today.”

An Octoroon runs from Oct. 21 through Nov. 13, with a preview performance on Oct. 20. Preview tickets are Sto, general admission.

For more information and to purchase tickets for any and all of this season’s productions, go to www.dobama.org or call the box office at 216-932-3106. Dobama Theatre is located at 2340 Lee Road in Cleveland Heights.

Jonathan Wilhelm is the associate managing director at Dobama Theatre.

HYT celebrates community with The Music Man

If you’re looking for an entertaining and meaningful activity for the whole family, consider attending Heights Youth Theatre’s (HYT) production of The Music Man at Monticello Middle School in Cleveland Heights. The show opens on Saturday, Oct. 22, and runs through Sunday, Oct. 30.

Cast and crew, and everyone involved in the production, are excited to bring this classic American musical to a local stage. Talented kids from Cleveland Heights, University Heights and Shaker Heights, and several other Cleveland suburbs, are ready to transform the theater into the small Midwestern town of River City, Iowa. They will take the audience back to a simpler time when community and family were the paramount values by which society lived.

Kelly Monaghan directs the show, with music direction by Stacy Bolton. Sixty-eight student actors in grades one through 12 will sing and dance. The lead cast members are Brian Tuohey as Harold Hill and Courtney Foerg as Marian.

The stage manager, who coordinates all the moving parts to bring this production to life, is Claudia Lief Zalevsky, a resident of Cleveland Heights. She is ably assisted by Jack Ina, assistant stage manager.

Attending an HYT performance supports the theatrical arts in the Heights. Founded in 1954, HYT produces three or four complete musicals each year, offering kids and families an unmatched opportunity to gain valuable experience in the theater.

HYT’s goal is to make theater affordable and accessible to people of all incomes and backgrounds, in a nurturing environment that encourages social and emotional growth.

Many first-time HYT theatergoers are surprised by the high caliber of the work. Comments such as these have been heard: “The kids put on a great show” and “It’s like Broadway in the Heights!”

Performances of The Music Man will be held at Monticello Middle School auditorium, 3665 Monticello Blvd., on Saturday, Oct. 22 and Oct. 29, and Sunday, Oct. 23 and Oct. 30, at 2 p.m.; and on Thursday, Oct. 27, and Friday, Oct. 28, at 7 p.m. Tickets are $10 general admission; $9 for seniors and children under 6. The box office opens 45 minutes before each show. For more information, visit www.heightsouththeatre.org.

Pamela Fine is executive director of Heights Youth Theatre.
Heights Arts announces 11th Close Encounters chamber music series

Greg Donley

Auditioning for and winning a job with an ensemble like the Cleveland Orchestra is a dream come true for a classical musician. Anyone who has attended a few concerts at Severance Hall can attest why: The combination of awesome power and incredible refinement is astonishing. But symphonic music is rarely the only reason a virtuoso performer loves to play. For many, the intimacy and expressive intensity of chamber music—just a few instruments playing together in a small space without a conductor—is the utmost expression of their personal connection to music.

For 11 years, the Heights Arts Close Encounters series has provided audiences the opportunity to hear music that is never performed in symphony halls, and is played with passionate intensity in intimate settings where the instruments are as close as a person sitting across the dinner table.

Tickets are on sale now with full-series subscriptions available for $200 to the general public, and $150 for Heights Arts members. Individual concert tickets are $25 for students, $45 for Heights Arts members, and $55 for the general public. Venues will be revealed as the season progresses.

Here are this year’s programs, as described by artistic director Isabel Trautwein:

Friday, Nov. 18, at 8 p.m.: Mozart’s Clarinet Quintet in A-Major and Schubert’s Cello Quintet in C-Major, performed by Isabel Trautwein and Yun-Ting Lee, violins; Yujin, viola; Tanya Ell and Paul Kushious, cellos; and Robert Woolfrey, clarinet. Mozart’s Clarinet Quintet, written for his dear friend Stadlmayr, explores an instrument that had recently been invented and must have spoken deeply to Mozart, based on the utter perfection of this composition. Schubert’s epic Cello Quintet, which, among musicians, is possibly the most popular of all his works, is the gone Romantic example of a string quartet, with the added depth of a second cello. It is a monumental work of transcendent beauty.

Sunday, Feb. 19, 2017, at 3 p.m.: This program features contemporary and 19th-century works, including Martinu’s Madrigals, Widman’s Etude for Solo Violin, and the delightful, but rarely played Dvorak Violin Quintet, with JinJoo Cho, Peter Otto and Isabel Trautwin, violins; Yujin and Kirsten Doctor, violas; and Tanya Ell, cello. What is better than one viola? Two! This is why Dvorak wrote one of his finest works for viola quintet—though it’s rarely heard. A unique and incredibly difficult new composition for a playing (and sometimes-singing) violinist will be performed by Peter Otto, Martinu’s Madrigali for violin and violin, which was written over an afternoon of 80 percent Slavic and 100 percent fantastic music.

Sunday, April 30, at 3 p.m.: French horn players Hans Clebsch, Alan DeMarria, Richard King and Jesse McCormick, who have been playing together in the Cleveland Orchestra’s phenomenal horn section for more than 10 years, let their hair down with an entertaining and beautiful program of original works and arrangements for four horns, ranging from Baroque to contemporary.

Sunday, May 21, at 3 p.m.: Isabel Trautwin, violin, Joanna Patterson, viola, Tanya Ell, cello, and Patti Wolf, piano, offer the Dohnanyi Cello Sonata, Ysaye’s Sonatina for Violin Solo #2, and Faure’s Piano Quartet in C-Minor. French language and music often have an almost-liquid elegance, and both Debussy’s late cello sonata and his teacher Fauré’s exciting piano quartet are masterful examples of French Impressionism. Composer and violinist Ysaye added Bach’s set of six (demonomically difficult) sonatas for solo violin.

Greg Donley is president of the Heights Arts board of trustees.

Library wraps up its centennial with original theater production

Sheryl Banks

Heights Libraries will wrap up its year-long centennial celebration with an original Reader’s Theatre production, Great Librarians I Have Known, on Monday, Oct. 24, 7 p.m., at Dobama Theatre.

Jonathan Wilhelm, Dobama’s associate managing director, wrote the play to honor the library’s 100th birthday and to pay tribute to the role libraries and librarians have played in his life.

“Every summer, my mother would drop me off at the swimming pool, where I would stay for several hours,” said Wilhelm. “I would then walk over to the library, where she would pick me up. As the summer progressed, I would spend less time at the pool and more time at the library.”

Part of Wilhelm’s inspiration for the play was an experience he had as a child, when a librarian taught him to have a healthy dose of skepticism when reading.

“As a child I loved the book Wild Animals I Have Known by Ernest Thompson Seton, naturalist and co-founder of the American Boy Scouts. Originally published in 1908, the book purported to be true stories of wolves, crows, horses, dogs and rabbits,” said Wilhelm. “A school librarian subsequently taught me the word ‘anthropomorphism’ and gave me information about the Nature Fakers Controversy of 1903. This controversy proved Seton probably never knew these animals and his natural science was subpar.”

Two of the librarians featured in the play, and Wilhelm’s favorites, are Eratosthenes, who became the chief librarian at the Library of Alexandria in 240 B.C. at the age of 35, and Sarah Byrd Askew, who established 250 libraries in New Jersey between 1906 and 1942, and designed one of the first bookmobiles, a modified Model T.

“Every summer, my mother would drop me off at the swimming pool, where I would stay for several hours,” said Wilhelm. “I would then walk over to the library, where she would pick me up. As the summer progressed, I would spend less time at the pool and more time at the library.”

Part of Wilhelm’s inspiration for the play was an experience he had as a child, when a librarian taught him to have a healthy dose of skepticism when reading.

“As a child I loved the book Wild Animals I Have Known by Ernest Thompson Seton, naturalist and co-founder of the American Boy Scouts. Originally published in 1908, the book purported to be true stories of wolves, crows, horses, dogs and rabbits,” said Wilhelm. “A school librarian subsequently taught me the word ‘anthropomorphism’ and gave me information about the Nature Fakers Controversy of 1903. This controversy proved Seton probably never knew these animals and his natural science was subpar.”

Two of the librarians featured in the play, and Wilhelm’s favorites, are Eratosthenes, who became the chief librarian at the Library of Alexandria in 240 B.C. at the age of 35, and Sarah Byrd Askew, who established 250 libraries in New Jersey between 1906 and 1942, and designed one of the first bookmobiles, a modified Model T.

The production stars recently retired WCPN radio personality Dee Perry, who will give voice to the main character, a young girl researching the history of libraries. The play is free and open to the public, and refreshments will be served after the production. Dobama Theatre is located at 2340 Lee Road in Cleveland Heights.

Sheryl Banks is the marketing and community relations manager for the Cleveland Heights-University Heights Public Library System.
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Celebrate Halloween with our Local Merchants

~ CANDY CRAWL ~

Join us for thrills, chills and trick or treat fun on Lee!

Friday, October 21
5 - 7 p.m.

For Kids 12 and Under! (All children must be accompanied by an adult)

Free books mailed to your young child!

If your child is 4 years old or younger
And lives in 44106, 44120, 44130, 44105, 44113, East Cleveland or Shaker, visit

heightsfamily.org
for registration information

David Budin

When I was a kid, there was a little, old man who lived on my street, Belmar. When I say “little old man,” I mean all those words. He was a man, he was old, and he was little. And when I say “little,” I mean he stood about 4 feet tall. He wasn’t a Little Person; he was just a little person. Let’s call him Mr. Fink. By the time I was 5 years old, I was as tall as Mr. Fink. In October of the year I was 5, the Cleveland Indians were playing in the World Series. Well, for two days in October, there were no playoffs back then. There were only 16 MLB teams, eight in each league. The Indians had set the record that year for the most wins in a regular season—111, in a shorter season than the current ones—and then they got swept in the Series, 4-0, by the New York Giants, led by Willie Mays.

But, anyway, back to Mr. Fink. He lived alone and he never talked to anyone, at least not to anyone who lived on our street. He might have talked to people over the telephone, but I doubt it. He probably didn’t even own a telephone. Owning a phone was still sort of a luxury to some people then, especially to people who hadn’t grown up with them. And Mr. Fink probably had been born in the early 1880s.

Even my family had a party-line phone when I was really young—a telephone line that was shared by one or more other households, at a discounted rate. Party lines were quite common until around the mid-60s.

We had one for a while, and so did my father’s aunt and uncle, who owned the duplex we lived in and who lived downstairs. A relative of mine died as a result of some teenager’s refusal to get off the line so another relative could use the phone downstairs to call for an ambulance. Back then, most people didn’t think of suing or even pressing charges for things like that. I guess we were stupider back then.

But, anyway, back to Mr. Fink. He walked everywhere he went. But so did many people back then. Some people—the healthier ones—still do. He lived about halfway down our block, between Mayfield and Avondale. I’d see him walking up or down the street many times a day, half of the times (when he was on his way back home) carrying a small paper bag of things he’d bought. It was still common back then to just go out and get things—a light bulb, a pencil, a lamb chop—that you needed right then. The cook in the house would figure out that evening’s dinner menu and then go out and get the ingredients.

But, anyway, back to Mr. Fink. I’m sure he kept kosher, and he had plenty of shops to choose from back then, living so close to Coventry Road. Until the late ’60s, most of what later became known as Coventry Village consisted of kosher butcher shops, fish mongers, bakeries (three of them), delicatessens, and the guy with the small building—behind what is now Mar’s, which was then Pick-n-Pay—full of wooden cages with live chickens in them, which he would slaughter for you, and pluck, if you wanted him to. That was a loud place. We kids would stand outside it and listen to the chickens squawking, and watch for the feathers to come flying out the door.

But, anyway, back to Mr. Fink. He always wore a suit, or a sport coat, and tie and white shirt, and a fedora hat. All of his clothes were too big for his body. Sleeves and pant legs were too long; everything was too loose. But, other than the ill-fitting look of his attire, he was not unusual. Most adults wore much dressier clothing, in general, back then, than most do now. Adults wore much dressier clothing, in general, back then, than most do now. My father would wear a jacket and tie to Cleveland Indians games, and he’d make me and my older brother his attire, he was not unusual. Most adults wore much dressier clothing, in general, back then, than most do now. My father would wear a jacket and tie to Cleveland Indians games, and he’d make me and my older brother
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He lived alone and he never talked to anyone, at least not to anyone who lived on our street. He might have talked to people over the telephone, but I doubt it. He probably didn’t even own a telephone. Owning a phone was still sort of a luxury to some people then, especially to people who hadn’t grown up with them. And Mr. Fink probably had been born in the early 1880s.

Even my family had a party-line phone when I was really young—a telephone line that was shared by one or more other households, at a discounted rate. Party lines were quite common until around the mid-60s.

We had one for a while, and so did my father’s aunt and uncle, who owned the duplex we lived in and who lived downstairs. A relative of mine died as a result of some teenager’s refusal to get off the line so another relative could use the phone downstairs to call for an ambulance. Back then, most people didn’t think of suing or even pressing charges for things like that. I guess we were stupider back then.

But, anyway, back to Mr. Fink. He walked everywhere he went. But so did many people back then. Some people—the healthier ones—still do. He lived about halfway down our block, between Mayfield and Avondale. I’d see him walking up or down the street many times a day, half of the times (when he was on his way back home) carrying a small paper bag of things he’d bought. It was still common back then to just go out and get things—a light bulb, a pencil, a lamb chop—that you needed right then. The cook in the house would figure out that evening’s dinner menu and then go out and get the ingredients.

But, anyway, back to Mr. Fink. I’m sure he kept kosher, and he had plenty of shops to choose from back then, living so close to Coventry Road. Until the late ’60s, most of what later became known as Coventry Village consisted of kosher butcher shops, fish mongers, bakeries (three of them), delicatessens, and the guy with the small building—behind what is now Mar’s, which was then Pick-n-Pay—full of wooden cages with live chickens in them, which he would slaughter for you, and pluck, if you wanted him to. That was a loud place. We kids would stand outside it and listen to the chickens squawking, and watch for the feathers to come flying out the door.

But, anyway, back to Mr. Fink. He always wore a suit, or a sport coat, and tie and white shirt, and a fedora hat. All of his clothes were too big for his body. Sleeves and pant legs were too long; everything was too loose. But, other than the ill-fitting look of his attire, he was not unusual. Most adults wore much dressier clothing, in general, back then, than most do now. My father would wear a jacket and tie to Cleveland Indians games, and he’d make me and my older brother

He lived alone and he never talked to anyone, at least not to anyone who lived on our street. He might have talked to people over the telephone, but I doubt it. He probably didn’t even own a telephone. Owning a phone was still sort of a luxury to some people then, especially to people who hadn’t grown up with them. And Mr. Fink probably had been born in the early 1880s.

Even my family had a party-line phone when I was really young—a telephone line that was shared by one or more other households, at a discounted rate. Party lines were quite common until around the mid-60s.

We had one for a while, and so did my father’s aunt and uncle, who owned the duplex we lived in and who lived downstairs. A relative of mine died as a result of some teenager’s refusal to get off the line so another relative could use the phone downstairs to call for an ambulance. Back then, most people didn’t think of suing or even pressing charges for things like that. I guess we were stupider back then.

But, anyway, back to Mr. Fink. He walked everywhere he went. But so did many people back then. Some people—the healthier ones—still do. He lived about halfway down our block, between Mayfield and Avondale. I’d see him walking up or down the street many times a day, half of the times (when he was on his way back home) carrying a small paper bag of things he’d bought. It was still common back then to just go out and get things—a light bulb, a pencil, a lamb chop—that you needed right then. The cook in the house would figure out that evening’s dinner menu and then go out and get the ingredients.
Heights Arts’s Pet Project supports animal welfare

Chagrin falls artist Maggy Brown, with her Pet Project sample portrait in cut-paper collage.

Mary Ryan

Starting this fall, art is going to the dogs—as well as cats, rabbits, and possibly even guinea pigs—as Heights Arts launches Pet Project, an ongoing custom-portraiture program in which pet owners and adopters can provide a photograph of their pet and choose a participating artist to create an original, personal portrait of their animal. A percentage of the portrait fee goes directly to Northeast Ohio animal welfare organizations.

The idea for Pet Project originated with the community arts organization’s executive director, Rachel Bernstein. “My passion for the arts and my passion for causes that promote the humane treatment of animals collided in my brain and out popped the idea of Pet Project!” she said. “My hope is that this project will cross-pollinate awareness between the two causes: to make art accessible to those who might not otherwise have considered it, and also benefit the community of animals and animal lovers in a creative way.”

Pet owners may commission portraits of their furry family members in an array of sizes, from 4” x 6” to 12” x 16”, and in a variety of media ranging from cut-paper collage to drawing, painting, and transferware on plates. The majority of the portrait fee goes directly to the artist, with Heights Arts donating a portion of its commission to participating animal welfare organizations, including Friends of the Cleveland Kennel, Geauga Humane Society Rescue Village, One Health Organization, Waterloo Alley Cat Project, and the Cuyahoga County Animal Shelter. Each commissioned portrait takes about six to eight weeks to complete.

Participating artists in 2016–17 include Maggy Brown, cut-paper collage; Lindsey Bryan, watercolor and graphite pencil; Kristen Clifflé, image transfer on ceramic plate; Carolyn Merklein, painting; Jessica Mirolgotta, drawing; Sunila Paul, charcoal and watercolor; and Danielle Rueger, digital illustration. “This work is a celebration of the intimate bond that humans and animals have developed over the centuries. Friendship and love know no boundaries in the realm of the inter-species bond,” said Clifflé.

Pet Project has been in the works for months: while artists created sample portraits to illustrate their creative portraiture styles, program organizers recruited animal shelters and health organizations throughout Cleveland, and set up collaborations with sponsoring organizations, such as Camp Bow Wow in Highland Heights. The initial launch of the ongoing community program was made possible by funding from the Jean, Harry and Brenda Fuchs Family Foundation.

The public can view samples of portraits by participating Pet Project artists in the Heights Arts gallery at 2175 Lee Road, and online at www.heightsarts.org. Information is also available at participating animal welfare organizations and local veterinarian offices throughout the Cleveland area.

For more information on Pet Project and other public programs and community events, visit www.heightsarts.org or call 216-371-3457.

Mary Ryan is on staff at Heights Arts, a nonprofit community arts organization.

Apollo’s Fire celebrates 25 years

Apollo’s Fire, the Cleveland Baroque Orchestra.

Matt Flynn

Celebrating 25 years in Northeast Ohio, the Cleveland Heights-based Apollo’s Fire is set to begin its 2016–17 season under artistic director Jeanette Sorrell. Committed to performing Baroque music the way it was meant to be performed—alive and full of emotional impact—Apollo’s Fire brings world-class performances practically to your doorstep.

The season will begin in October with Resplendent Purcell, a large-scale program of choral works never before heard on period instruments in Northeast Ohio. Henry Purcell wrote his most majestic music for royal events at Westminster Abbey—from joyous birthday celebrations to the heartbreakingly beautiful lamentations at Queen Mary’s funeral. The program will bring together vocal soloists and the acclaimed Apollo’s Singers, with strings, lutes, recorders, trumpets, percussion and organ.

“I am thrilled to open the season with this majestic and rarely heard music of Henry Purcell,” Sorrell said. “Purcell is like Monteverdi, in that they are both among the top six or seven great composers of all time, but are not household names, since their music doesn’t really work on modern instruments. So symphony orchestras don’t play their music. I think people will be stunned to discover this resplendent music that Purcell wrote to mark the joys and sorrows of the royal family. This music was intended for Westminster Abbey, so we are delighted to present it in reverberant stone churches.”

You can hear the program locally on Oct. 7 and 8, at 8 p.m., at First Baptist Church in Shaker Heights.

Information and tickets are available at www.apollosfire.org or by calling the box office at 216-320-0012.

Matt Flynn, marketing manager for Apollo’s Fire, joined AF in 2015, following five summers on the staff of the Boston University Tanglewood Institute at the Tanglewood Music Festival. He received a bachelor’s degree with honors in cello performance from Boston University and a master’s in musicology from Brandeis University.
Becca Rhoades and Red Chrosniak have been making music together for about five years. The two met in 2011 when they were both contra dancing (similar to square dancing) at Grace Lutheran Church in Cleveland Heights. Both of them loved music, and they became good friends.

The couple, who married in 2014, perform as a duo, Red Brick Rhoades. Rhoades explained how they came up with the name: “Before we started dating, there were a lot of brick roads in our lives. In addition, on one of our first dates, we went for a walk on two brick roads.”

Rhoades, who’s 30, grew up in Lubbock, Texas, the hometown of rock music pioneer Buddy Holly. “There’s a lot of good music there,” she said. She started playing violin when she was 4, and by the time she was in high school, she decided to make music the focus of her life. She attended Texas Tech University, where she majored in music performance. After graduating in 2009, she moved to Cleveland to attend the Cleveland Institute of Music, and received her master’s degree in music performance in 2012.

Chrosniak, 32, grew up on Cleveland’s East Side, in the Collinwood neighborhood. Though his real first name is Patrick, he has gone by the name “Red” for many years. He graduated from St. Edward’s High School and then the College of Wooster, where he majored in religious studies and received a minor in philosophy. He then attended St. Mary’s Seminary in Wickliffe, where he earned a master’s degree in theology.

Chrosniak started playing guitar about six years ago. He had a guitar at home that he didn’t know how to play. One night, he was hanging out at the Barking Spider on Juniper Road near University Circle, and while he was listening to the music, he decided that he should start teaching himself how to play his guitar. “I started teaching myself, and I started writing songs,” he said.

He and Rhoades started getting into music together shortly after they first met. “He came up to me and said that he had a song he had written that would sound better if it had a fiddle on it,” Rhoades said. “The song is called ‘Bad News,’ and it’s on our newest CD, which is called This Road.”

The CD, which is the duo’s first full-length one, was released in June 2015. “It was meant to be our wedding album,” said Rhoades. “All of the songs on it are very significant to our relationship.” This Road is available on Amazon and other websites. In June 2013, the duo released The Barn Sessions, which was recorded in a barn in Peninsula, Ohio.

The duo’s music is very folky, with Chrosniak on acoustic guitar and Rhoades on violin. The two both sing on the CDs, usually alternating vocals. Rhoades said she really got into folk music during her freshman year of college.

They played at this year’s Heights Music Hop and will perform at CLE Urban Winery on Lee Road in December. They will also play a Paul Simon tribute show at the Beachland Ballroom on Oct. 9.

On May 5 of this year, the couple had their first child, Moses. The family lives in Cleveland Heights, off of South Taylor Road between Cedar and Mayfield roads.

“We like Cleveland Heights a lot,” Rhoades said. “There is a sense of community, and there is a good balance of people and wonderful diversity.”

James Henke, a Cleveland Heights resident, was a writer and editor at Rolling Stone magazine for 15 years. He is also the author of several books, including biographies of Jim Morrison, John Lennon and Bob Marley. He is on the board of FutureHeights, and is co-chair of the Heights Observer Advisory Committee.